A special function playing an essential role in the construction of quantum "ax + b"-group is introduced and investigated. The function is denoted by F (r, ), where is a constant such that the deformation parameter q 2 = e −i . The first variable r runs over non-zero real numbers; the range of the second one depends on the sign of r: = 0 for r > 0 and = ±1 for r < 0. After the holomorphic continuation the function satisfies the functional equation
Introduction
Quantum exponential functions appear in the following setting. One considers pairs of closed operators (R, S) acting on a Hilbert space H satisfying certain carefully chosen commutation relations C. These relations should imply that the operators R and S are normal and Sp R and Sp S be contained in certain subset Λ ⊂ C. Moreover the sum R + S should be a well-defined closed normal operator with the spectrum contained in the same set Λ. A continuous function F defined on Λ with values in the unit circle in C is called a quantum exponential function if for any r, s ∈ R. One of the solutions is F (r) = e ir . Any other function satisfying (0.3) is of the form F t (r) = e itr , where t is a real number. In the second example we consider the following relations:
Sp R, Sp S ⊂ C q and RS = q 2 SR .
In these relations q is a real number, q < 1 and C q = {t ∈ C : t = 0 or |t| ∈ q Z } .
The precise meaning of (0.4) is explained in [11] and [12] (such an explanation should also be given for relations (0.2), where RS = SR means the strong commutation of selfadjoint operators R, S). In this case a function F satisfying Eq. (0.1) is given by the formula:
Any other function satisfying (0.1) is of the form F t (r) = F (tr), where t ∈ C q .
In this paper we consider the following commutation relations:
In this case the deformation parameter q 2 is a number of modulus 1. The precise meaning of the relations is given in Sec. 2. We shall assume that 6) where is a real number such that −π < < π. This is the only assumption on imposed in this paper. To construct deformed "ax + b" group [15] we shall have to assume some further restrictions on q. It turns out that the group exists on the Hilbert space level (and on the C * -level) provided = ± π 2k+3 , where k = 0, 1, 2, . . . . In this case q is a root of 1.
We write R S if the pair of selfadjoint operators (R, S) satisfies the relations (0.5) in the sense explained in Sec. 2. The relation " " is called Zakrzewski relation.
The theory of quantum exponential function based on the relations (0.5) does not fit precisely into the scheme described above. If R and S are selfadjoint operators satisfying the Zakrzewski relation R S, then R + S is a symmetric, but (in general) not a selfadjoint operator. In fact R + S is selfadjoint if and only if (sign R)(sign S) ≥ 0. We shall show that selfadjoint extensions of R + S are labeled by selfadjoint operators τ such that Sp τ ⊂ {−1, 0, 1}, τ anticommutes with R and S and ker τ coincides with H((sign R)(sign S) ≥ 0). Operators τ are called reflection operators.
Let ρ be a selfadjoint operator such that Sp ρ ⊂ {−1, 0, 1}, ρ anticommutes with S, commutes with R and ker ρ = H(R ≥ 0). Similarly let σ a selfadjoint operator such that Sp σ ⊂ {−1, 0, 1}, σ anticommutes with R, commutes with S and ker σ = H(S ≥ 0). Then for any number α of modulus 1, the operator τ = αρσ + ασρ (0. 7) satisfies all the conditions listed above. In what follows α = ie iπ 2 2 . In our case instead of (0.1) we have to consider a more complicated equation In the forthcoming paper [15] we shall construct the quantum "ax + b" group. This construction uses the idea of Baaj and Skandalis [2] , who pointed out that quantum groups are determined by one unitary operator W ∈ B(H ⊗ H) satisfying certain simple conditions (see also [13] ). In [15] we propose an explicit formula for W related to the quantum "ax + b" group. The main aim of the present paper is to provide the computational tools for [15] . In particular (0.9) will be used to verify that W satisfies the Baaj-Skandalis pentagonal equation. We shall briefly describe the content of the paper. In Sec. 1 we introduce special functions used in this paper. Among them we have the quantum exponential function F and the related function V θ . Various equalities and estimates are established. Some boring computations are shifted to Appendices. This section is entirely classical: no non-commutative quantity appears in it. We use the methods of the theory of analytic functions of one variable.
The Zakrzewski commutation relations are introduced in Sec. 2. We indicate the connection with the Heisenberg commutation relations. The most general pair (R, S) of selfadjoint operators satisfying the Zakrzewski relations is described.
Section 3 is devoted to operators of the form Sf (R). The main result of this section is contained in Theorem 3.1. We find when Sf (R) is selfadjoint and compute in this case sign(Sf (R)). In particular the operator e i /2 RS is selfadjoint and sign (e i /2 RS) = (sign R)(sign S). The operator of the form Q = e i /2 RS + S is investigated in Secs. 4 and 5. Clearly Q is symmetric. We show that Q is selfadjoint if and only if R ≥ 0. If this is not the case then we look for selfadjoint extensions. It turns out that selfadjoint extensions of Q are unitarily equivalent to S. The correponding unitary operators coincide with F (R, ρ), where F is the quantum exponential function and ρ are reflection operators mentioned above:
[e i /2 RS + S] ρ = F (R, ρ) * SF (R, ρ) .
(0.10)
The main result of the paper is contained in Sec. 6. We prove the exponent equation (0.8) and the pentagonal equation (0.9). To this end we use the method similar to the one used in [11] . In principle it is based on the associativity of addition:
[ where ρ = F (S, σ) * ρF (S, σ). Using the unitary implementation (0.10) one can easily show that (0.11) coincides with the most crucial formula (6.11) of the proof of pentagonal equation. The proof of (0.11) is rather complicated. One has to keep track of the domains of all selfadjoint operators appearing in this formula. As a result, Sec. 6 is the most sophisticated in this paper.
In Sec. 7 we show that any function F satisfying the exponential equality (0.8) is of the form: F (r, ) = F (µr, s ). This result will be used to find all unitary representations of quantum "ax + b"-group. The last section deals with C * -algebras and affiliation relation. Quantum exponential function is used to formulate a condition for a pair of selfdajoint operators to be affiliated with a C * -algebra. The paper uses heavily the theory of unbounded operators on Hilbert spaces (cf. [1, 4, 6, 7] ). We shall mainly use closed operators. The domain of an operator a acting on a Hilbert space H will be denoted by D(a). We shall always assume that D(a) is dense in H.
We shall use the functional calculus for systems of strongly commuting selfadjoint operators. To explain the rather peculiar but very convenient notation used in the paper, let us consider the pair of strongly commuting selfadjoint operators a and b acting on a Hilbert space H. Then, by the spectral theorem
where dE(λ) is the common spectral measure associated with a, b. For any measurable (complex valued) function f of two variables,
Let χ be the logical evaluation of a sentence:
If R is a two argument relation defined on real numbers, then f (λ, λ ) = χ(R(λ, λ )) is a characteristic function of the set ∆ = {(λ, λ ) ∈ R 2 : R(λ, λ )} and (assuming that ∆ is measurable) f (a, b) = E(∆). We shall write χ(R(a, b)) instead of f (a, b):
The range of this projection will be denoted by H(R(a, b)). The letter "H" in this expression refers to the Hilbert space, where operators a, b act. This way we gave meaning to the expressions: χ(a > b), χ(a 2 +b 2 = 1), χ(a = 1), χ(b < 0), χ(a = 0) and many others of this form. They are orthogonal projections onto corresponding spectral subspaces. For example H(a = 1) is the eigenspace of a corresponding to the eigenvalue 1 and χ(a = 1) is the orthogonal projection onto this eigenspace. More generally if ∆ is a measurable subset of R, then H(a ∈ ∆) is the spectral subspace of a corresponding to ∆ and χ(a ∈ ∆) is the corresponding spectral projection.
Special Functions
The quantum exponential function is introduced in an axiomatic way. In this section we formulate the conditions determining uniquely this function. The function is then defined by an explicit formula and we verify that all the conditions hold.
Let C * = C − {0}. The following domains in C will play an essential role in this paper. For > 0 we set 
where arg r is taken from the range indicated in (1.1). Clearly the function is continuous on Ω and holomorphic on the interior of this set. Let
f is holomorphic on the interior of Ω and for any λ > 0 the function e −λ (r)
Replacing in this definition Ω by Ω + and Ω − we introduce the classes of functions H + and H − . The vector space H (as well as H + and H − ) admits an interesting antiunitary involution. For any f ∈ H and r ∈ Ω we set f * (r) = f(e i r).
(1.4)
One can easily verify that f * ∈ H and f * * = f . The quantum exponential function F investigated in this paper is a function of two variables denoted by r and . The first one runs over Ω whereas the second assumes three values: −1, 0, 1 with the following restrictions: = 0 for r ∈ Ω + and = ±1 for r ∈ Ω − . In other words, F is defined on the set
In the following theorem we collect the characteristic properties of F .
There exists a unique function
fulfilling the following five conditions:
(1) For all (r, ) ∈ ∆ F such that r ∈ R we have:
For any (r, ) ∈ ∆ F such that r ∈ R we have:
In addition the function F has the following properties: (6) F (−e i /2 , 1) = 0. This is the only zero of F on ∆ F . (7) In a neighbourhood of zero,
This is a stronger version of Statement (5). (8) There exists the limit
where
For real r we have a stronger result:
(1.11) (9) For any r ∈ Ω + we have
In a neighbourhood of infinity (10) For any r ∈ Ω − and = ±1 we have
In a neighbourhood of infinity In the last two points, the constant C = exp{( 2π + 2π ) π 12 i }, log r = log |r|+i arg r and log(−r) = log |r| + i(π + arg r) = log r + iπ, where arg r is taken from the range indicated in (1.1).
In this section we find an explicit formula expressing F (r, ) in terms of integrals of elementary functions. We shall prove that F (r, ) has the properties listed in the above theorem. The uniqueness will be discussed later (cf. the end of Sec. 5).
The reader should notice that if a function F (r, ) satisfies any of the conditions (1)-(9) of the above theorem then the function F (r, ) = F (r, ) satisfies the same conditions with replaced by − . It means that
(1.16) Due to this formula it is sufficient to consider the case > 0.
To simplify the notation we set θ = 2π . Clearly θ > 2. For any (r, ) ∈ ∆ F we have
In this formula log r = log|r| + i arg r and (−r)
, where arg r is taken from the range indicated in (1.1). V θ is a meromorphic function on C such that
for all x ∈ C such that | x| < π. For real r we have:
f o r r > 0 and = 0
Lemma 1.1. Let θ be a positive number. Then the integral
is convergent for any x ∈ C such that | x| < π. The function W θ introduced in this way is holomorphic in the strip {x ∈ C : | x| < π}. It admits a continuous extension to the closure of this strip. Moreover we have:
In (1.23) the variable x is real, whereas in (1.21) and (1.22) x ∈ C and | x| ≤ π. 
Taking into account (1.22) and (1.23) we obtain:
Inserting in (1.28) x/θ instead of x and using (1.27) we obtain
Replacing now 1/θ by θ we get
Remark 1.1. Equation (1.28) is essentially the same as functional equation defining function s in [3] . According to (1.26), the function V θ is holomorphic and has no zeroes in the strip {x ∈ C : | x| < π}. Due to (1.28), it admits an analytical continuation to a meromorphic function defined on the whole plane C. The extended function has zeroes at the points
where k, l = 0, 1, 2, . . . . The poles are located at points −x, where x is given by (1.30). Multiplicity of the zero (the pole respectively) at the point x (−x respectively) equals to the number of pairs (k, l) of nonnegative integers satisfying the relation (1.30). If θ is irrational, then all zeroes and poles are simple.
Replacing in (1.29) x by x + πi θ we obtain
Taking into account (1.21) we get
for all x ∈ R. Taking the square of the both sides and performing analytical continuation we get
On the other hand, due to (1.28)
for any x ∈ R. Combining (1.34) with (1.32) we obtain
for all x ∈ C.
In further computations we set θ = 2π , where 0 < < π. Then θ > 2 and using (1.24) and (1.25) we get
It is enough to assume that ( x)e x stays bounded. Indeed, replacing in (1.31) θ by 2π and inserting (1.37) instead of V θ (x) we get after simple computations:
Let ω be a product of n factors of the form 1+e x with the same x < 0. Elementary computations show that exp − ne
Now, taking into account (1.39) can easily show that (1.38) holds when x → −∞ whereas ( x)e x stays bounded. In particular
for any x o , λ ∈ C such that λ < 0.
To prove the manageability of the multiplicative unitary for "ax + b" quantum group [15] we have to compute the Fourier transform of V θ . It turns out that it is expressed by the same function. Setting θ = 2π we have
In this formula C is the phase factor equal to exp{i(
)}, the path goes along the real axis from −∞ to ∞ rounding the pole of the integrand at the point 0 from above. The integral should be understood in the sense of the distribution theory; before comparing the numerical values of the both sides one has to multiply them by a test function of x and integrate with respect to x (on the left-hand side the integral with respect to y should be taken after that with respect to x). The proof of (1.41) is given in Appendix B.
Now we are able to show that the function (1.17) satisfies conditions (1)-(10) of Theorem 1.1. Condition (1) follows from (1.33) and (1.35). For r > 0 formula (1.6) coincides with (1.31). To prove it for r < 0 it is sufficient to notice that (−r) π changes sign, when arg r increases by . Condition (4) is verified. Conditions (7) and (5) follows immediately from (1.37).
Inserting in (1.36) θ = 2π/ we obtain (1.12). Combining (1.12) with (1.8) we get (1.13), with
R o (r, 0) .
and Condition (7) assures the correct asymptotic behavior of R + ∞ (r). Condition (9) is verified.
To prove Condition (10) assume that r ∈ Ω − and = ±1. Then
2i .
In second step of the above computations we used (1.36). Remembering that log(−r) = log r + iπ we obtain F (r, )
where α is given by (1.10). Formula (1.14) is verified. Combining this formula with (1.8) we obtain (1.15). Condition (10) is verified.
To verify Condition (8) we have to compute the limits (1.9) and (1.11). Using asymptotic formulae (1.13) and (1.15) one can easily show that the limits exist and have the correct values.
Definition (1.26) shows that V 2π (x) = 0 for all x ∈ C such that | x| ≤ π. Therefore F (r, ) = 0 if and only if r ∈ Ω − , = ±1 and 1 + (−r) π = 0. One can easily check that this is the case if and only if r = −e i /2 and = 1. Condition (6) is verified.
Finally using (1.7) and the asymptotic behavior (1.13) and (1.15) and remembering that F (·, 0) has no zero in Ω + and F (·, −1) has no zero in Ω − one can easily
The reader should notice that F (·, 1) −1 / ∈ H − , because the function F (·, 1) has a zero point in Ω − . Conditions (2) and (3) are verified.
Zakrzewski Commutation Relations
Let R and S be selfadjoint operators acting on a Hilbert space H. If signR commutes with S and R commutes with sign S, then
Clearly operators R and S respect the above direct sum decomposition and |R| and |S| are selfadjoint, strictly positive on H RS . Therefore one can consider one parameter groups of unitaries (|R| iτ ) τ ∈R and (|S| iτ ) τ ∈R acting on H RS . Definition 2.1. We say that the operators R and S satisfy the Zakrzewski commutation relations and write R S if:
(1) sign R commutes with S and R commutes with sign S, (2) On the subspace H RS = (ker R) ⊥ ∩ (ker S) ⊥ , the groups of unitaries satisfy the canonical commutation relations in the Weyl form:
for any τ, τ ∈ R. The pair is called non-degenerate if ker R = ker S = {0}. This is the case if and only if H RS = H.
One can easily check that R S if and only if R commutes with sign S and for
3)
The latter equation should hold on the subspace (ker S) ⊥ .
Similarly R S if and only if S commutes with sign R and for any τ ∈ R for any x ∈ D(SR). The reader should notice that the condition (2.5) is much weaker than the relation R S. For example (2.5) remains unchanged, when is replaced by +2π, whereas (2.2) is very sensitive to the choice of solving Eq. (0.6).
We shall use the following simple statement:
Proposition 2.1. Let R and S be selfadjoint operators acting on a Hilbert space H. Assume that R S. Then:
One can easily describe the structure of Hilbert space given by a pair (R, S) of selfadjoint operators satisfying the relation R S. We already know that the operators R and S respect the decomposition (2.1). On H 00 both operators vanish. On H R0 the operator S vanishes, whereas R is any selfadjoint operator. Similarly on H 0S , R vanishes whereas S is any selfadjoint operator (if one of the operators vanish then the relation imposes no condition on the other one). On H RS the pair is non-degenerate.
To describe nondegenerate pairs (R, S) of selfadjoint operators satisfying the Zakrzewski relation we shall use position and momentum operators of a quantum mechanical particle moving on R. Let (q,p) be an irreducible pair of selfadjoint operators acting on a Hilbert space L such that the Heisenberg-Weyl commutation relations:
e iτq e iτ p = e i τ τ e iτ p e iτq are satisfied for all τ, τ ∈ R. In short [p,q] = i I. Irreducibility means that the only operators on L commuting with e iτq and e iτ p are scalar multiples of I. By the famous Stone-von Neumann theorem [9] , the pair (q,p) is unique up to unitary equivalence. In Schrödinger representation L = L 2 (R) and
By definition a square integrable function x belongs to D(q) iff the product t x(t) is square-integrable. Similarly x ∈ D(p) iff the derivative (understood in the sense of the distribution theory)
dt is a square-integrable function. In Sec. 4 we shall use another representation: L = L 2 (R + ) and
Now a square integrable function x belongs to D(q) (x ∈ D(p) respectively) iff the function d ds (sx(s)) ((log s)x(s) respectively) is square integrable on R + . The two representations are related by the unitary Mellin transform:
With the notation introduced above we have:
Theorem 2.1. Let u and v be two commuting unitary involutions acting on a Hilbert space K :
Conversely any nondegenerate pair (R, S) of selfadjoint operators satisfying the Zakrzewski relation R S is unitarily equivalent to a pair (u ⊗ eq, v ⊗ ep) described above.
Proof. Only the last statement needs a proof. Let (R, S) be a non-degenerate pair of selfadjoint operators acting on a Hilbert space H and R S. Then the operators log|R| and log|S| are selfadjoint and satisfy the Heisenberg commutation relation in the Weyl form. By the Stone-von Neumann theorem [9] the pair (log|R|, log|S|) is unitarily equivalent to the direct sum of a certain number of copies of (q,p). Denoting the multiplicity by N we may identify H with K ⊗ L (where K is an N -dimensional Hilbert space) in such a way that log R = I ⊗q , log S = I ⊗p .
(2.8)
Irreducibility of (q,p) implies that any operator Q commuting withq andp is of the form Q = Q o ⊗ I, where Q o is an operator acting on K. In particular
where u and v are commuting unitary involutions acting on K. Combining (2.8) with (2.9) we obtain
The number N = dim K will be called the multiplicity of the pair (R, S). Clearly
. Two nondegenerate pairs of selfadjoint operators satisfying the Zakrzewski relation are unitarily equivalent iff they have the same numbers N ±± .
Analytical Implications of the Zakrzewski Relation
The selfadjoint operators satisfying the Zakrzewski relation have interesting analytical properties. On the formal level the relation RS = q 2 SR = e −i SR imply that f (e i R)S = Sf (R). In this section we give the precise meaning to the latter formula and find a class of functions f for which it holds. In what follows we use functional calculus of selfadjoint operators. If R is a selfadjoint operator and f is a measurable function defined on Sp R, then by definition
where dE R (λ) is the spectral measure associated with R. If kerR = {0}, then E R ({0}) = 0 and f(λ) need not be defined at λ = 0. Using the involution (1.4)
for any f ∈ H and any selfadjoint operator R. We start with the following:
Proposition 3.1. Let R and S be selfadjoint operators acting on a Hilbert space H such that ker R = {0}, R S and g be a bounded function on Ω . Assume that g ∈ H. Then g(R)D(S) subsetD(S) and for any x ∈ D(S) we have
Remark 3.1. If R is strictly positive, then it is sufficient to have function g defined on Ω + only. Similarly if R < 0 then g may be restricted to Ω − .
Proof. For S = 0 the statement is trivial. Remembering that sign S commutes with R we may assume that S is strictly positive. Let Σ be the strip {τ ∈ C : 0 < τ < 1} and H(Σ) be the space of all continuous functions on Σ, holomorphic on Σ. Clearly H(Σ) endowed with the sup norm is a Banach space.
For any λ ∈ R and τ ∈ Σ we set:
for any (complex valued) finite measure dµ(λ) on R.
Let dE R (λ) be the spectral measure of the selfadjoint operator R, x, y ∈ D(S) and dµ(λ) = (y|dE R (λ)Sx). Then
and formula (3.3) shows that the function
is continuous and holomorphic on the interior of Σ.
Remembering that x, y ∈ D(S) one can easily show that the mappings
are continuous. The first one is holomorphic whereas the second one is antiholomorphic on Σ. Therefore the function
is continuous and holomorphic on Σ.
Assume for the moment that τ is real. Using (2.3) we obtain
By holomorphic continuation this equality holds for all τ ∈ Σ. In particular for τ = i we obtain (Sy|g(R)x) = (y|g(e i R)Sx) .
This relation holds for all y ∈ D(S). Remembering that S is selfadjoint we see that g(R)x ∈ D(S) and Sg(R)x = g(e i R)Sx.
Let R S, where (R, S) is a pair of selfadjoint operators acting on the same Hilbert space H such that ker R = {0}. We shall use the function (·) introduced by (1.2). Then for any λ > 0 the operator e −λ (R) 2 is bounded and converges strongly to I, when λ → +0. Therefore the domain
is dense in H. With this notation we have:
Proof. Let λ > 0. One can easily verify that the function g(r) = e that the function g(r) considered in this paragraph satisfies the assumptions of Proposition 3.1. Therefore
where x ∈ D(S) and λ > 0. Formula (3.2) shows that
2 ∈ B(H) and
Let (R, S) be a pair of selfadjoint operators acting on a Hilbert space H such that R S and ker R = {0}, and let f ∈ H. Proposition 3.2 shows that the compositions S • f (R) and f(e i R) • S are densely defined (their domains contain D 0 ). Taking into account (3.1) we see that the adjoints
In what follows their closures will be denoted by Sf (R) and f (e i R)S.
Theorem 3.1. Let (R, S) be a pair of selfadjoint operators acting on a Hilbert space H such that R S and ker R = {0}, and D 0 be the domain introduced by (3.4). Then for any f ∈ H we have:
If R > 0 (R < 0 respectively), then one may replace H by H + (H − respectively).
Proof Ad (1) and (0). We already know that (f (e i R)S) * ⊃ Sf * (R). Therefore it is sufficient to prove the converse inclusion. Let
for any x ∈ D(f (e i R)S). In particular (cf. Statements (3) and (4) of Proposition 3.2) this relation holds for all x ∈ D 0 . Therefore
for any λ > 0 and x ∈ D(S). Using (3.2) we get
This relation holds for all x ∈ D(S). Remembering that S is selfadjoint we obtain
and
This relation holds for any λ > 0. Sf * (R) is a closed operator. Setting λ → +0, we obtain: y ∈ D(Sf * (R)) and Sf * (R)y = z. This way we showed that (f (e i R)S) * ⊂ Sf * (R) and Statement (1) follows. The reader should notice that using the relation (3.6) we restricted the range of variable x to the set D 0 . It shows that f(e i R)S and its restriction to D 0 have the same adjoint. Therefore they have the same closure. In other words, D 0 is a core for f (e i R)S.
, where x ∈ D(S) and λ > 0.
This formula holds for all x ∈ D 0 . Remembering that D 0 is a core for f (e i R)S we obtain f (e i R)S ⊂ Sf (R).
Ad (3).
It is sufficient to show that D 0 is a core for Sf (R). Let
Using (3.2) we obtain
The reader should notice that e
2 Sf (R)x respectively) converges to x (to Sf (R)x respectively) when λ → +0. Taking into account (3.7) we see that D 0 is a core for Sf (R).
Ad (4) and (5). Inserting f * = f in Statement (1) and using Statement (2) we get (3)) instead of inclusion we have equality and f (e i R)S is selfadjoint. To prove the Zakrzewski relation R f (e i R)S it is sufficient to notice that sign R and |R| iτ commute with f (e i R).
Let f ∈ H. One can easily verify that f * = f if and only if f (e i /2 r) is real for any r ∈ R. Assume that this is the case and that f −1 ∈ H. Then f has no zeroes on Ω and sign f (e i /2 r) (for real r) depends only on sign r. If f(±e i /2 ) > 0, then f = g 2 , where g = √ f and the branch of the square root is chosen in such a way that g(± e i /2 ) > 0. Clearly g ∈ H and g = g * . Then g(e i R) * = g(R), g(e i R)S ⊂ Sg(R) and for any x ∈ D 0 we have
Remembering that D 0 is a core for f (e i R)S and that the operators R and S respect the direct sum decomposition H = H(S < 0) ⊕ H(S = 0) ⊕ H(S > 0) we see that sign f (e i R)S coincides with sign S. One can easily modify the above considerations to include all four possible combinations of signs of f (± e i /2 ). This way we obtain: Theorem 3.2. Let (R, S) be a pair of selfadjoint operators acting on a Hilbert space H such that R S and ker R = {0} and f be a function on Ω such that f,
If R > 0 (R < 0 respectively), then one may replace Ω and H by Ω + and H + (Ω − and H − respectively).
RS is selfadjoint, sign e i /2 RS = (sign R)(sign S) and R e i /2 RS. One can easily verify that e i /2 RS S. The reader should notice that we need not assume that ker R = {0}. Indeed the assertions we made are trivial if R = 0 (this is the case not covered by Theorems 3.1 and 3.2).
Assume now that R and S are strictly positive. So is e i /2 RS. We claim that
Indeed, using (2.2) one can easily show that the second equality holds and that (e
ik ) k∈R is a one parameter group of unitaries. Therefore there exists a strictly positive operator T such that
Performing analytical continuation and setting k = −i we obtain T = e i /2 RS and (3.8) follows.
Properties of (I+e i /2 R)S
Throughout this section R and S are selfadjoint operators acting on a Hilbert space H such that R S. We shall consider the operator Q = (e i /2 R + I)S. By definition (cf. previous section) Q is the closure of the composition Q 0 = (e i /2 R + I) • S. We shall prove that Q 0 is closed.
Let (x n ) n∈N be a sequence of elements of D(Q 0 ) converging to a vector x ∞ ∈ H such that (Q 0 x n ) n∈N converges to a vector y ∈ H. Then x n ∈ D(S), Sx n ∈ D(R) and (e i /2 R + I)Sx n → y. The selfadjointness of R implies that −e −i /2 / ∈ Sp R. Therefore the operator e i /2 R+I has a bounded inverse and Sx n → (e i /2 R+I) −1 y. Remembering that S is closed we see that x ∞ ∈ D(S) and Sx ∞ = (e i /2 R + I)
Proof. If R = 0, then (I + e i /2 R)S = S is clearly selfadjoint. Therefore we may assume that ker R = {0}. Let f(r) = 1 + e −i /2 r. Then f ∈ H and f * = f . Therefore (cf. Statement (4) of Theorem 3.1) the operator (I + e i /2 R)S is symmetric. The formula for Q * follows from Statement (2) of the same theorem. The function f −1 has the only pole at the point −e i /2 ∈ Ω − . It means that f −1 ∈ H + . Therefore, by Statement (5) Theorem 3.1, the operator (I + e i /2 R)S is selfadjoint provided R > 0.
We shall see later that for R < 0 the operator (I + e i /2 R)S is not selfadjoint. If in addition S is of definite sign (S > 0 or S < 0) then (I + e i /2 R)S is maximal symmetric but not selfadjoint. In these cases Q is unitarily equivalent to the differential operator: −i 
In the above formulae, K is a Hilbert space of dimension equal to the multiplicity of (R, S). The similar Statement holds for S < 0. In this case we have to replace
Proof. For any r ∈ Ω − we set f (r) =
, where the branch of the logarithm is chosen in such a way that the denominator vanishes for r = −e i /2 . Then f, f −1 ∈ H and f * = f . Moreover
Therefore the operator S = −(I+e i /2 R) log(−e i /2 R) S is selfadjoint, sign S = sign S and R S . We shall assume that S > 0 (The case S < 0 may be treated in the same way). Then S > 0. Combining Theorem 2.1 with (2.7) we see that there exists a unitary
By the first formula U log(−e i /2 R)U
Combining this result with the second formula we obtain
We have to verify that the domain of this operator coincides with the one described above. According to Statement (0) of Theorem 3.1, the set
is a core for (4.2). Let x ∈ L 2 (R + , K) and x(λ, s) be the value of the function .2) consists of all functions x that are square integrable continuous functions on R + such that x(0) = 0 with the derivative (in the sense of the distribution theory) being square integrable.
We end this section with a few formulae describing the domains of considered operators. According to Statement (1) By Statement (0) of Theorem 3.1, D 0 is a core for e i /2 RS. Therefore x ∈ D(e i /2 RS) and
The converse inclusion is trivial: S(I + e −i /2 R) = (S + e i /2 RS) * is an extension of the symmetric operator S + e i /2 RS.
Selfadjoint Extensions
Let R and S be selfadjoint operators on a Hilbert space H satisfying the Zakrzewski relation R S and Q = (e i /2 R + I)S. According to (4.1), Q is a sum of two selfadjoint operators. Therefore Q is symmetric. We already know that in general Q is not selfadjoint. In what follows, the selfadjoint extensions of Q will play a very essential role. We start with the following general considerations.
Let H be a Hilbert space, Q be a symmetric operator acting on H and ρ be a selfadjoint operator acting on H such that ρ 2 is a projection. We say that ρ is a reflection operator for Q if ρ anticommutes with Q and Q restricted to H(ρ = 0) is selfadjoint. By definition ρ anticommutes with Q iff ρQ ⊂ −Qρ. If this is the case then Q respects the direct sum decomposition
and the restriction of Q to H(ρ = 0) is well defined.
Proposition 5.1. Let Q be a symmetric operator acting on a Hilbert space H and ρ be a reflection operator for Q. Then there exists a unique selfadjoint extension Q ρ of Q such that
The operator Q ρ coincides with the restriction of Q * to the domain
Proof. We know that Sp ρ = {−1, 0, 1}. Therefore
and elements of x ∈ H may be written in the column form Using the anticommutativity of Q with (5.5), one can easily show that operator Q is of the form
are closed densely defined operators. The domain
x is of the form (5.4), where
Since ρ is a reflection operator for Q, the restriction of Q to H(ρ = 0) is selfadjoint:
Operator Q is symmetric. Therefore
Remembering that (ρ − I) kills the last component of (5.4) and using (5.6) we see that (5.2) holds. Comparing (5.9) with (5.6) and (5.7) we see that D(Q ρ ) coincides with (5.3). It shows that Q ρ is the restriction of Q * to D ρ . This way the existence of the extension Q ⊂ Q ρ satisfying the condition (5.2) is established. We shall prove the uniqueness.
Let Q ρ be a selfadjoint extension of Q.
, then using the second expression of (5.3) we see that D(Q ρ ) ⊂ D ρ and Q ρ ⊂ Q ρ . Passing to the adjoint operators we get the converse inclusion Q ρ ⊃ Q ρ . It shows that Q ρ = Q ρ .
Only for a very limited class of symmetric operators Q, the procedure described in the above proposition gives all selfadjoint extensions of Q. Among them we have symmetric operators of the form (4.1).
Proposition 5.2. Let (R, S) be a pair of selfadjoint operators acting on a Hilbert space H such that R S and Q = e i /2 RS + S. Assume that ρ is a selfadjoint operator such that Then ρ is a reflection operator for Q. Any selfadjoint extension of Q is related (via Proposition 5.1) to a reflection operator ρ satisfying conditions (5.10). If ker S = {0}, then the operator ρ is determined uniquely by the extension.
Proof. By the first relation of (5.10), ρ 2 is a projection and H(ρ = 0) = H(R ≥ 0). We already know (cf. Proposition 4.1) that Q is selfadjoint for R ≥ 0. Therefore Q restricted to H(ρ = 0) is selfadjoint. Due to (5.10) ρ anticommutes with Q. It shows that ρ is a reflection operator for Q.
We have to show that any selfadjoint extension of Q is of the form Q ρ . To this end it is sufficient to consider the case R < 0. Then the operator ρ is a unitary involution: ρ * ρ = ρρ * = ρ 2 = I. We shall also assume that ker S = {0} (for S = 0 the statement is trivial, in this case Q = 0). Then H = H(S < 0) ⊕ H(S > 0). Taking into account Proposition 4.2 we may assume that H(S < 0) = L 2 (R − , K − ) and H(S > 0) = L 2 (R + , K + ), where K − and K + are Hilbert spaces of dimensions equal to the multiplicity of negative and positive part of the spectrum of S. With this identification
These operators act on the Hilbert space H = L 2 (R − , K − )⊕L 2 (R + , K + ). Elements x ∈ H are square integrable functions on R with values x(s) ∈ K − for s < 0 and x(s) ∈ K + for s > 0. Elements x ∈ D(Q) are square integrable continuous functions on R such that x(0) = 0 with the derivative (in the sense of the distribution theory) being square integrable. The adjoint operator Q * is given by the same formula (5.12). Its domain consists of all square integrable functions x(s) on R continuous for s = 0 with the derivative being square integrable. For any x ∈ D(Q * ) there exist limits
Clearly x(−0) ∈ K − and x(+0) ∈ K + . An element x ∈ D(Q * ) belongs to D(Q) if and only if x(±0) = 0.
Any selfadjoint extension of a symmetric operator Q is a restriction of its adjoint Q * . Using the general theory of selfadjoint extensions of differential operators [1] one can easily show that there is a one to one correspondence between the set of all selfadjoint extensions of (5.12) and the set of unitary operators acting from K − onto K + . Let u : K − → K + be a unitary operator. Then restricting Q * to the domain
we obtain the corresponding selfadjoint extension Q u of Q. Let ρ be a selfadjoint operator satisfying (5.10). Then ρ is a unitary involution commuting with R and anticommuting with Q. Using (5.11) and (5.12) one can easily show that ρ anticommutes withŝ. Consequently there exists two families of unitaries u s ∈ B(K − , K + ) and v s ∈ B(K + , K − ) (where s ∈ R + ) such that
for any x ∈ H. Relation ρ 2 = χ(R < 0) = I shows that v s = u * s . Using once more the anticommutativity of ρ and (5.12) one can easily prove that u s = u does not depend on s. This way we showed that the operator ρ is of the form
In this formula u ∈ B(K − , K + ) is a fixed (independent of x) unitary operator and x ∈ H. Conversely it is not difficult to verify that any operator ρ of the form (5.14) is a selfadjoint operator satisfying (5.10). We have to show that (5. 1.8)) . The main result of this section is contained in the following theorem.
Theorem 5.1. Let R and S be selfadjoint operators acting on a Hilbert space H such that R S, ρ be a selfadjoint operator satisfying (5.10) and Q ρ be the selfadjoint extension of Q = (e i /2 R + I)S corresponding to the reflection operator ρ. Then Proof. At first we notice that the statement is trivial for S = 0 so we may assume that ker S = {0}. Moreover all the operators involved in the theorem commute with sign R. Therefore they respect the direct sum decomposition
and it is sufficient to consider separately three cases: R < 0, R = 0 and R > 0. If R = 0, then Q = S and the statement is trivial. Assume now that R > 0. In this case (cf. Proposition 4.1) Q is selfadjoint, ρ = 0 and we have to show that − . According to (1.5) and (1.6), f ± (R) = F (R, ±1) are unitary operators and f ± (e i R) = (e i /2 R + I)F (R, ∓1). Statements (2) and (3) of Theorem 3.1 show that
Remembering that ρ anticommutes with Q, one can easily show that
Remembering that S anticommutes with ρ we have
and taking into account (5.17) and (5.18) we obtain: x ∈ D(Q) and
Formula (5.19) shows now that F (R, ρ) * SF (R, ρ) is a selfadjoint extension of Q. To end the proof it is sufficient to notice that in the relation (5.18) we have strict equality. It shows that
Therefore (cf. condition (5.2)) F (R, ρ) * SF (R, ρ) is the extension related to the reflection operator ρ. (1)- (5) commutes with S and with |S| it (t ∈ R):
Now we are able to show that Conditions
According to (5.10), S anticommutes with ρ. Therefore |S| commutes with ρ and |S| −it ρ|S| it = ρ. Taking into account (2.3) we obtain
where λ = e t is a positive number. Therefore
for any (r, ) ∈ ∆ F such that r ∈ R. Letting λ → +0 and using (1.7) (for F and F ) we obtain F (r, )F (r, ) −1 = 1 and F (r, ) = F (r, ). By analytical continuation this equality holds for all (r, ) ∈ ∆ F .
We would like to rewrite the results of Secs. 4 and 5 in a slightly different setting.
Theorem 5.2. Let R and S be selfadjoint operators satisfying the relation R S. Then:
(1) Operator R + S is a closed symmetric operator. operator such that τ anticommutes with R and S and τ 2 = χ(e i /2 RS < 0). The reflection operator τ is defined uniquely by the extension.
Proof. For S = 0 the all six statements are trivial. Therefore we may assume that ker S = {0}. In this case signe i /2 S −1 R = (sign S)(sign R) = sign e i /2 RS, χ(e i /2 S −1 R ≥ 0) = χ(e i /2 RS ≥ 0) and e i /2 S −1 R ≥ 0 if and only if e i /2 RS ≥ 0.
Let R = e i /2 S −1 R. Then R is selfadjoint, R S and R + S = (e i /2 R + I)S. Statement (1) and the "if" part of Statement (2) (5) from (5.15). If (R, S) is a pair of selfadjoint operators satisfying the Zakrzewski relation with a given , then (S, R) satisfies the same relation with replaced by − . Applying this remark to Statement (5) and using (1.16) we obtain Statement (6).
We shall prove the "only if" part of Statement (2) . The reader should notice that multiplying a reflection operator by −1 we obtain a new reflection operator. If R + S is selfadjoint then by Statement (4) the set of reflection operators contains precisely one element τ . In this case τ = −τ, τ = 0 and χ(e i /2 S −1 R < 0) = τ 2 = 0. It shows that e i /2 S −1 R ≥ 0.
Exponential Equality
The following theorem shows that the name Quantum exponential function given to F is justified (cf. formula (6.5)).
Theorem 6.1. Let (R, S) be a pair of selfadjoint operators acting on a Hilbert space H such that R S and ker S = {0}, and ρ, σ ∈ B(H). Assume that ρ and σ are selfadjoint and 
where α is the constant introduced by (1.10). Then
(1) T is selfadjoint, sign T = (sign R)(sign S), T R and T S (2) τ is selfadjoint and 
where [R + S] τ is the selfadjoint extension of R + S corresponding to the reflection operator τ and σ = F (T, τ) * σF (T, τ).
Remark 6.1. Letp andq be selfadjoint quantum mechanical position and momentum operators introduced in Sec. 2. Then operators: R = e i /2 epeq = ep +q , S = eq, ρ = σ = 0 satisfy the assumptions of Theorem 6.1. In this case T = e i /2 S −1 R = ep, τ = 0 and the relation (6.5) shows that
This formula was presented (without proof) in the lecture of Kashaev [5] .
Proof of Theorem 6.1. If R = 0 then ρ = 0 and T = 0. In this case the Statements are trivial. Therefore we may assume that ker R = {0}.
Ad (1) . At first we notice that S −1 R. This fact follows immediately from Proposition 2.1. Using Example 3.1 at the end of Sec. 3 we see that T is selfadjoint, sign T = (sign R)(sign S), T R and S
−1
T . According to Proposition 2.1 the last relation shows that T S.
Ad (2).
To understand better the formulae (6.1), (6.2) and (6.4) we shall use the following matrix notation. We know that the kernels of R and S are trivial and that signs of R and S do commute. Therefore setting
and elements of x ∈ H may be written in the column form
where x ij ∈ H ij , i, j ∈ {+, −}. Consequently the operators acting on H will be represented by 4 × 4 matrices. Using ( Operators R and S do commute with sign R and sign S. Therefore they are represented by diagonal matrices. Remembering that ρ commutes with R and σ commutes with S we obtain
where R + and S + are restrictions of R and S to H ++ and R 0 and S 0 are restrictions of −R and −S to H −− = H o . Clearly R + , S + , R 0 and S 0 are strictly positive selfadjoint operators, R + S + and R 0 S 0 . Multiplying the two matrices we get Now, using the matrix forms of τ , T , R and S derived above, one can easily check that τ is selfadjoint and that conditions (6.4) hold.
Ad (3).
In the second part of this section we shall derive the following formula:
It means that the unitary operator F (S, σ)F (T, τ)F (S, σ) * F (R, ρ) * commutes with T −1 . Therefore it commutes with |T | and |T | it :
for any t ∈ R.
We already know that T anticommutes with ρ and σ and commutes with τ . Therefore |T | commutes with ρ, σ and τ and
Moreover the relations T R and T S show that
where λ = e t ∈ R + . Inserting these data into (6.12) we get
Let λ → +0. Using (1.7) one can easily show that F (λS, σ), F (λR, ρ) and their adjoints converge strongly to I. Therefore
To end the proof we notice, that due to Theorem 5.1,
The remaining part of this section is devoted to the proof of the formula (6.11). We shall keep the notations introduced in Theorem 6.1.
We already know that T S. Therefore S T −1 . Inserting (S, T −1 ) instead of (R, S) in (4.4), (4.5) and in (4.6) we obtain
14)
Operator T −1 is selfadjoint. Therefore −e −i /2 / ∈ Sp T −1 and I + e i /2 T −1 is a closed operator with bounded inverse. The latter statement holds for e −i /2 I + S and for the product (e −i /2 I + S)(I + e i /2 T −1 ). Clearly
Dealing with equalities of unbounded operators one has to verify that the domains of the operators are the same. Obviously
By (6.13), the same set is the domain of S + T −1 (I + e −i /2 S). Therefore
where in the second step we used Statement (1) of Theorem 3.1 (with R, S replaced by S, T −1 ). In the same way, using (6.14) one can show that
Inserting these data into (6.16) we get
Using (6.4) and (6.2) one can easily show that τ is a reflection operator for S + e i /2 ST −1 and σ is a reflection operator for e i /2 ST
Inserting these data into (6.17) and remembering that passing to the adjoint operators reverses the inclusion relation we get
Inserting in Theorem 5.1 T , e i /2 ST −1 and τ instead of R, S and ρ we obtain
and remembering that T −1 commutes with F (T, τ) we get
Combining this formula with (6.18) we have
We shall prove that
. We shall use the following simple formula: 
Comparing (6.21) with (6.19) we obtain F (T, τ)x ∈ D(Q * ). It is also easy to notice that σ is a reflection operator for Q. Therefore (cf. the proof of Proposition 5.1) D(Q * ) is σ-invariant and (σ − I)F (T, τ)x ∈ D(Q * ). Now using (6.22) and (6.15) we see that (σ − I)F (T, τ)x ∈ D(Q). Remembering that F (T, τ)x ∈ D(Q * ) and using (5.3) we obtain F (T, τ)x ∈ D(Q σ ) and (6.20) follows.
Combining (6.19) with (6.20) we obtain
. Remembering that F (S, σ) commutes with S we obtain
The left-hand side of the above relation is selfadjoint. Therefore
where Q is a selfadjoint extension of S+T −1 . Using (6.3) we see that S = e i /2 RT −1
and S + T −1 = e i /2 RT −1 + T −1 . We know that T R. Therefore R T −1 . Now Proposition 5.2 and Theorem 5.1 show that
where ρ is a selfadjoint operator such that
ρ commutes with R and ρ anticommutes with T −1 .
One can easily show that these conditions are equivalent to (6.1) (with ρ replaced by ρ ). Inserting the value of Q into (6.24) we obtain
This formula almost coincides with (6.11). Instead of ρ we have ρ . To prove (6.11) we have to show that ρ = ρ. We shall use the matrix notation introduced in the proof of Statement (2) 
Proof. Remembering the relation expressing T o in terms of R o and S o one can easily check that ρ o commutes with S o . Using Proposition 4.1 with R and S replaced by S o and T
−1 o
we obtain
Operators S o and T (S o y)(t) = e t y(t) ,
Remembering that ρ o commutes with S o and T o we conclude that it is of the form
where is a unitary operator acting on K. ρ o = I implies = I. Let y 0 be an element of K such that ( − I)y 0 = 0 and
The function y is square integrable: y ∈ L 2 (R, K). Noticing that the function
is not square integrable we conclude that (ρ − I)y 0 / ∈ D(S o ). On the other hand the functions y(t + i ) and
(e τ + 1)(e τ + e −i ) y 0 are square integrable. Therefore
We continue our proof of (6.11). Let y ∈ H o be the vector introduced in Lemma 6.1 and
Then using (6.8), (6.10) and (6.9) one can easily verify that τx = x, x ∈ D(T −1 ) and x ∈ D((S + e i /2 ST −1 ) * ). Therefore (cf. formula (5.3) of Proposition 5.1)
The left-hand side of (6.24) coincides with that of (6.23). Therefore
and by Theorem 5.1,
Relation (6.29) shows now that
. By virtue of (5.2), (ρ − I)F (S, σ)x ∈ D(S + T −1 ) and
Using (6.9), (6.7) and taking into account formula (1.17) we obtain
Combining this formula with (6.27) and (6.28) we obtain
This vector must belong to D(S).
In particular its second and fourth component belong to D(S o ). Therefore −Xy + αρ o Zy − Y y ∈ D(S o ) and
Until this point in our proof, α could have been any complex number of modulus 1. Now we shall use the fact that this constant coincides with (1.10). By (1.11), 0) is a unitary commuting with ρ o and S o ), which contradicts Lemma 6.1. It means that the assumption ρ o = I was wrong. It shows that ρ o = I, ρ = ρ and (6.26) coincides with (6.11) . This ends the proof of (6.11).
Exponential Equation
In this section we shall prove that the function F is essentially the only function satisfying relation (6.5) . Let ∆ real = {(r, ) ∈ ∆ : r ∈ R} . Theorem 7.1. Let R, S, ρ, σ, τ and σ be operators considered in Sec. 6 (satisfying the assumptions of Theorem 6.1) and f be a measurable complex valued function on ∆ real such that |f (r, )| = 1 for any (r, ) ∈ ∆ real . Assume that (−1) ∈ Sp R. Then the following two conditions are equivalent:
(1) Exponential equation:
(2) There exists real non-negative µ and s = ±1 such that
for almost a all (r, ) ∈ ∆ real .
Proof. At first we shall explain the role of the assumption saying that (−1) ∈ Sp R. It shows that in the decomposition (6.6) one of the last two subspaces is not trivial. Therefore the space H o considered in the previous section is not trivial and the spectral measure of S o is equivalent to the Lebesgue measure on R + . One can easily verify that the operators R = µR, S = µS, ρ = sρ and σ = sσ satisfy the assumptions of Theorem 6.1. This substitution leaves τ unchanged: τ = τ and changes the sign of σ: σ = − σ. Inserting these data into (6.5) we see that the function (7.2) satisfies Eq. (7.1). This way we showed that (7.2) implies (7.1).
We shall prove the converse. By Theorem 5.1, relation (7.1) may be written in the following form (cf. 6.5)):
We know that |S| commutes with ρ, σ, τ and that R S and T S. Therefore the unitary transformation |S| itτ leaves ρ, σ, τ and S invariant and scales R and T by positive factor e t . Replacing e t by λ
for any λ > 0. After simple computation we get
Using the asymptotic formula (1.8) one can easily show that for any x ∈ D(T ) we have
Therefore for any x, y ∈ D(T ) there exists limit:
We shall use the following Lemma 7.1. Let f be a bounded measurable function on R + , R be a positive selfadjoint operator acting on a Hilbert space H and Ξ be the set of all pairs (x, z), where x ∈ D(R) and z ∈ H, such that there exists the limit:
Assume that there exists a pair (y, u) ∈ Ξ such that (Ry|u) = 0. Then there exists a constant µ f such that Φ(x, z) = µ f (Rx|z) (7.6) for all (x, z) ∈ Ξ. The constant µ f depends only on f ; it is independent of H and R.
Proof. Let R = ∞ 0 rdE(r) be the spectral decomposition of R and ϕ(r) = f(r)−1 r for any positive r. Then the formula (7.5) takes the following form:
where dµ xz (r) = r(x|dE(r)|z) = (Rx|dE(r)|z) is a finite measure. Let (x, z) ∈ Ξ and (y, u) ∈ Ξ. Remembering that f is bounded we obtain |ϕ(λrr )| < const λrr . On the other hand 1 rr dµ xz (r)dµ yu (r ) = (x|dE(r)|z)(y|dE(r)|u) is a finite measure. Therefore the function ϕ(λrr ) is integrable with respect to dµ xz (r)dµ yu (r ) and by Fubini's theorem:
Let λ → 0. Using the existence of the limit (7.7) one can easily show that the expression in braces on the left-hand side is bounded with the bound independent of λ and r . By the Lebesque dominated convergence theorem the operation lim λ→0 commutes with the first integration. Using (7.7) we see that the left-hand side of (7.8) converges to Φ(x, z) dµ yu (r ) = Φ(x, z)(Ry|u). In the same way one can show that the left-hand side converges to Φ(y, u)(Rx|z). Therefore Φ(x, z)(Ry|u) = Φ(y, u)(Rx|z). Assuming that (Ry|u) = 0 we obtain (7.6) with µ f = Φ(y,u) (Ry|u . If R is another positive selfadjoint operator acting on a Hilbert space H , then considering R ⊕ R acting on H ⊕ H one can easily show that the constant µ f is the same for R and R .
We continue the proof of Theorem 7.1. Notice that R = (I − 2ρ
2 )|R| and f (R, ρ) may be considered as function of |R| and ρ. We shall use Lemma 7.1 in each of the eigenspaces of ρ separately. On H(ρ = 0), f(R, ρ) = f(|R|, 0), whereas on H(ρ = ±1), f (R, ρ) = f(−|R|, ±1). Therefore we have three different functions of |R| and consequently three a priori different constants µ depending on the eigenvalue of ρ. In other words µ = µ(ρ) is an operator being a function of ρ. Incorporating the coefficient 2i sin 2 and the operator sign R = (I − 2ρ
2 ) into µ(ρ) we may rewrite (7.6) in the following way:
Comparing this formula with (7.4) we see that (Rx|µ(ρ)f (S, σ)y) = (x|f(S, σ)T y) − (T x|f(S, σ)y) (7.10)
for any x ∈ D(R) ∩ D(T ) and y ∈ D(T ). Rewriting this formula in the following way:
and passing to the adjoint operators we get
On the right-hand side of the above inclusion we have a selfadjoint operator. Therefore the operator Q = T +µ(ρ) * R is symmetric and f (S, σ)T f(S, σ) * is a selfadjoint extension of Q. Remembering that ρ commutes with R we see that µ(ρ) * = µ(ρ). We know that sign S commutes with R, S and T . Therefore it has to commute with µ(ρ) and µ(−ρ) = µ(ρ), for sign S anticommutes with ρ. Remembering that sign T anticommutes with ρ we conclude that µ(ρ)(sign T ) = (sign T )µ(ρ). Using this result one can easily show that T µ(ρ)R. Now we shall apply Statement (4) of Theorem 5.2 to the extension (7.11):
where σ is a reflection operator such that σ 2 = χ(µ(ρ)S < 0), σ commutes with S and anticommutes with T . It shows that F (µ(ρ)S, σ ) * f (S, σ) commutes with T . We know that |T | it commutes with σ and σ and scales S be a positive factor. Therefore
does not depend on λ > 0. The limit (7.4) is finite for x and y running over a dense subset of H. Therefore f (λR, ρ) converges weakly to I, when λ → 0. The same holds for f (λS, σ), because (S, σ) is unitarily equivalent to (R, ρ). Using this fact one can easily show that (7.13) weakly converges to I, when λ → 0. Remembering that (7.13) does not depend on λ we see that F (λµ(ρ)S, σ ) * f (λS, σ) = I and f (λS, σ) = F (λµ(ρ)S, σ ) (7.14)
for any λ > 0. Let x, z ∈ D(S). The above formula shows that 2i sin 2 lim
By (1.8), the limit on the right-hand side exists and equals (x|µ(ρ)S|z). To compute the left-hand side it is sufficient to use (7.9) with R and ρ replaced by S and σ. It shows that the left-hand side equals (Sx|µ(σ)z). Therefore (x|µ(ρ)S|z) = (Sx|µ(σ)z) and µ(ρ) = µ(σ). Using the matrix notation (cf. (6.7)) we obtain 
). It shows that µ(0) = µ(1) = µ(−1). Denoting this common value by µ we see that µ(ρ) = µ(σ) = µ I. Now the formula (7.14) shows that
Selfadjointness of µ(ρ) implies that µ ∈ R. Remembering that µ(ρ) = µ I we see that both sides of (7.11) respect the direct sum decomposition H = H ⊕ H −+ , where H = H ++ ⊕ H +− ⊕ H −− . Restricting (7.11) to the subspace H −+ ⊂ H we obtain:
It shows that T o + µR o has a selfadjoint extension. Assume for the moment that µ < 0. Then T o and µR o are of different signs and by Theorem 5.2 the operator T o + µR o has no selfadjoint extension. This contradiction shows that µ ≥ 0. Now we know that (σ ) 2 = χ(µS < 0) = χ(S < 0). Remembering that σ commutes with S and anticommutes with T one can easily show that σ is of the form:
where s is a unitary operator acting on H o commuting with S o and T o . Using (6.9), (6.7) and the above formula we may rewrite (7.15) in the following form:
for any r ∈ R + . Remembering that the spectral measure of S o is equivalent to the Lebesgue measure on R + we get: s = ±1 and f o (r) = F o (µr), f s (r) = F s (µr), f a (r) = sF a (µr) for almost all r ∈ R + . One can easily verify that these relations are equivalent to (7.2).
Exponential Function and Affiliation Relation
In this section we freely use many notions of the theory of non-unital C * -algebras. In particular for any C * -algebra A, M (A) is the multiplier algebra. The natural topology on M (A) is the topology of strict convergence. The set of all elements affiliated with A will be denoted by A η . We write R η A instead of R ∈ A η . These notions are described in [14] . This section is devoted to the proof of the following: Theorem 8.1. Let R and ρ be selfadjoint operators acting on a Hilbert space H and A be a non-degenerate C * -subalgebra of B(H). Assume that ρ 2 = χ(R = 0) and Rρ = ρR. Then the following two statements are equivalent:
(1) For any t ∈ R we have F (tR, ρχ(tR < 0)) ∈ M (A). Moreover the mapping
where M (A) is considered with the strict topology, is continuous.
(2) Operators R and Rρ are affiliated with A.
Proof. We shall consider the following commutative C * -algebra:
Clearly B = C ∞ (Λ), where Λ is the locally compact space obtained from R×{−1, 1} by gluing points (0, −1) and (0, 1). Elements of B η are continuous functions f on R × {−1, 1} satisfying the condition f (0, −1) = f (0, 1). If in addition f is bounded, then f ∈ M (B). Let t ∈ R. For any r ∈ R and s = ±1 we set: 
is continuous and for any function ϕ ∈ L 1 (R) we may consider integral
Taking into account the asymptotic behavior (1.13) and (1.15) one can show, that F ϕ (r, s) → 0, when r → ±∞. It means that F ϕ ∈ B. Due to (1.8), lim t→0 F t (r, −1) = F t (r, 1) for tr < 0. Therefore the family of {F t : t ∈ R} separates points of Λ. The same is valid for the family {F ϕ : ϕ ∈ L 1 (R)}. Now, using the Stone-Weierstrass theorem (applied to the one point compactification of Λ) we conclude that The * -subalgebra of B generated by
Now, let R and ρ be the operators satisfying the assumptions of the theorem. Then the mapping π : B f −→ f (R, ρ) ∈ B(H)
is a non-degenerate representation of B. Clearly π(f 1 ) = R and π(f 2 ) = Rρ. If R, Rρ η A, then π ∈ Mor(B, A). In this case F (tR, ρχ(tR < 0)) = π(F t ) ∈ M (A) and the continuity of (8.1) follows immediately from that of (8.2). We showed that Statement (1) follows from Statement (2). Conversely assume that Statement (1) holds. Then π(F t ) ∈ M (A) for all t ∈ R and the mapping
is continuous. Integrating over t we obtain π(F ϕ ) ∈ M (A) for any ϕ ∈ L 1 (R). By (8.3), π(B) ⊂ M (A). We shall use once more the continuity of (8.4). It implies that F ϕ tends strictly to F 0 = I when ϕ is nonnegative , R ϕ(t)dt = 1 and the support of ϕ shrinks to 0 ∈ R. Therefore π(B) contains an approximate unit for A and π ∈ Mor(B, A). Applying π to f 1 , f 2 η B we obtain R, Rρ η A. Let a > 0, z ∈ C and ϕ = arg z. Therefore |a + z| ≥ cos( Taking into account the above estimate we obtain |e −2x R(x)| ≤ 1 cos Remembering that θ > 2 one can easily show that the function a log(1 + a −θ ) is integrable on [0, ∞[ and using the dominated convergence theorem of Lebesque we obtain the proof of (1.25). where the path 2 is shown on the above drawing (due to (B.1) the integral over vertical line of length connecting 1 and 2 tends to zero when the line moves horizontally to +∞). All points y ∈ 2 have y ≤ − . If y ∈ 2 , x < 0 and 0 ≤ x ≤ then |e ixy | ≤ (1 + e − y ) e x .
Using this estimate one can easily show that the integral on the right-hand side of (B.4) tends to 0 when x → −∞. Therefore Remembering that the integrand in (B.2) is holomorphic everywhere above 1 we obtain the same result integrating along the shifted path 1 + i (due to (B.1) the integral over vertical line of length connecting 1 and 1 + i tends to zero when the line moves horizontally to ±∞): We see that the function Φ satisfies the same functional equation as V θ (cf. (1.31) ). Therefore Φ(x + i )
It means that Φ(x)
V θ (x) is a periodic function with the period i . Taking into account (1.37), (1.36), (B.5) and (B.7) one can easily show that this function is bounded in the strip 0 ≤ x ≤ . By periodicity it is a bounded holomorphic function on the whole complex plane. By Liouville theorem it is a constant function. Therefore Φ(x) = Const V θ (x). To establish the value of the constant we compare (B.7) with (1.37) and (1.36 ). This way we obtain: Const = 
